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    		.design

      
.design is a top-level domain name. It was proposed in ICANN's New generic top-level domain (gTLD) Program, and became available to the general public on May 12, 2015. Top Level Design is the domain name registry for the string.



History


In September 2014, Portland, Oregon-based Top Level Design (TLD) won the right to operate the .design top-level domain after beating out six other applicants in a private auction. According to TLD's CEO Ray King, winning the auction was "very important" and one of the company's top priorities, evidenced by its name. He told Domain Name Wire, "Think of all the things that require design. Design permeates all aspects of culture.". design domain registrations became available to the general public on May 12, 2015. According to The Domains, more than 5,200 .design domains were registered on the first day of general availability.



CentralNic provides backend services through an exclusive distribution agreement and shares in the global revenues from .design domain names. Ben Crawford, CentralNic's CEO, said of the top-level domain, "It has impressive commercial potential, and it will be adopted more quickly than many other TLDs as it caters, among many other groups, to one of the best-informed professions on new Internet developments – website designers".
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    		Design

      
Design is the creation of a plan or convention for the construction of an object or a system (as in architectural blueprints, engineering drawings, business processes, circuit diagrams and sewing patterns).  Design has different connotations in different fields (see design disciplines below). In some cases the direct construction of an object (as in pottery, engineering, management, cowboy coding and graphic design) is also considered to be design.



Designing often necessitates considering the aesthetic, functional, economic and sociopolitical dimensions of both the design object and design process. It may involve considerable research, thought, modeling, interactive adjustment, and re-design. Meanwhile, diverse kinds of objects may be designed, including clothing, graphical user interfaces, skyscrapers, corporate identities, business processes and even methods of designing.



Thus "design" may be a substantive referring to a categorical abstraction of a created thing or things (the design of something), or a verb for the process of creation, as is made clear by grammatical context.
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    		Design (disambiguation)

      
Design is the creation of a plan or convention for the construction of an object or a system.
 


Derived meanings of this word include:


	 Block design and Combinatorial design in combinatorial mathematics
	 Block design test that measures visuospatial and motor skills
	 Communication design

	 Design of experiments

	 Engineering design process

	 Fashion design

	 Game design

	 Graphic design

	 Interior design

	 Randomized block design  in statistics
	 Scenic design


As a proper name there exist:


	 Design in Nature, a 1947 Max Ernst painting
	 Design (UK band)

	 Interior Design (album) by Sparks

 See also 


	 Design methods

	 Designer


 References 


	
↑  Dictionary meanings in the Cambridge Dictionary of American English, at Dictionary.com (esp. meanings 1–5 and 7–8) and at AskOxford (esp. verbs).
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    		Biography

      
A biography (or simply bio) is a detailed description of a person's life.  It involves more than just the basic facts like education, work, relationships, and death, but also portrays a subject's experience of these life events.  Unlike a profile or curriculum vitae (résumé), a biography presents a subject's life story, highlighting various aspects of his or her life, including intimate details of experience, and may include an analysis of the subject's personality.



Biographical works are usually non-fiction, but fiction can also be used to portray a person's life. One in-depth form of  biographical coverage is called legacy writing. Works in diverse media, from literature to film, form the genre known as biography.



An authorized biography is written with the permission, cooperation, and at times, participation of a subject or a subject's heirs. An autobiography is written by the person himself or herself, sometimes with the assistance of a collaborator or ghostwriter.



 History 


At first, biographical writings were regarded merely as a subsection of history with a focus on a particular individual of historical importance. The independent genre of biography as distinct from general history writing, began to emerge in the 18th century and reached its contemporary form at the turn of the 20th century.
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    		Biography (Horslips album)

      
Biography is a greatest hits compilation album by Irish Celtic rock band Horslips. The first disc comprises each of the band's singles that were released in the UK.  The second comprises the B-sides to each of those singles, some of which have never been released on CD before.  The album was released on November 1, 2013, to coincide with the release of the book Tall Tales: The Official Biography of Horslips.



Track listing


All songs written and composed by Carr, Fean, Devlin, Lockhart, O'Connor. 

 Personnel 


	 Eamon Carr - drums, bodhrán, percussions

	 Barry Devlin - bass guitar, vocals

	 Johnny Fean - guitars, banjo, vocals

	 Jim Lockhart - keyboards, flute, tin whistles, uilleann pipes, vocals

	 Charles O'Connor - fiddle, mandolin, concertina, vocals


 References 
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    		Biography (TV series)

      
Biography is a documentary television series with three separate original broadcast runs; in syndication, on network, CBS, and the current one on cable, A&E, The Biography Channel and then FYI.



The original 1961-63 version was a half-hour filmed series produced for Syndication by David Wolper  and hosted by Mike Wallace. The A&E Network repeated these films prior to producing new episodes beginning in 1987. The older version featured historical figures such as Helen Keller and Mark Twain, or deceased entertainers and actors such as Will Rogers and John Barrymore. The A&E series placed the emphasis on show business personalities and popular newsmakers such as Marilyn Monroe, Carmen Miranda, Elvis Presley, Plácido Domingo, Freddie Mercury, Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Eric Clapton, Pope John Paul II, Gene Tierney, Selena, Diego Rivera, Mao Zedong and Queen Elizabeth II, and fictional characters like The Phantom, Superman, Hamlet, Betty Boop and Santa Claus. A 1979 revival of Biography aired briefly on CBS covering a more recent collection of celebrities ranging from Idi Amin to Walt Disney, which was then narrated by David Janssen. With this large back catalog of profiled figures, A&E, in 1999, spun off a separate network, The Biography Channel.
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                                Ralph Lauren | Fashion Tycoon | Designer Career | Documentary | Biography | Fashion Business

                                    Game Changers - Ralph Lauren: How did a working-class boy from the Bronx named Ralph Lifshitz grow up to become billionaire Ralph Lauren, a name that is now synonymous with elegance and sophistication? Learn about his meteoric rise and how he overcame a myriad of challenges to become a global fashion icon.

#polo #documentaries #ralphlauren

COPYRIGHT / IMPORTANT: All Rights Reserved! All of the films published by us are legally licensed. We have acquired the rights (at least for specific territories) from the rightholders by written contract. If you have questions please send an email to: info@amogo-networx.com, Amogo Networx - The AVOD Channel Network, www.amogo-networx.com. 
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                                - Nicky Zimmermann - Australian Designer Biography

                                    Nicky Zimmermann talks about her upbringing, what inspires her beautiful clothing designs and her workspace. 
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                                Baileigh Biography: Kindigit Design

                                    Dave Kindig @davekindig is a legend and the founder of @kindigitdesign and the wildly popular show Bitchin’ Rides. Baileigh and Dave go way back and have recently joined forces at the @linctechdenver Kindigit Academy in Denver, Colorado. Check out Dave’s #baileighbiography and don’t forget to smash that follow button 👊 #baileigharmy #baileighmetalshaping #baileighshrinkerstretcher #baileighindustrial #kindigit #magneticbrake #baileighpowerhammer
🎥 @mad_fabricators 
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David Carson Biography
 

He was born on September 8, 1955, and Corpus Christi, Texas, was known as his hometown.

David Carson, an American graphic designer, whose eccentric style developed graphical communication in the 1990s.

Carson came to the world of graphic design relatively late in life.

Before showing his abilities in the graphic design world, he had made his name as the eighth-ranked Surfer’s competition.

He was quite a competitive surfer and a high school teacher in California.

Also, Carson was the director of art for the magazine named as “Ray Gun,” in which he gave out amazing layouts of typography design — for which he is known today.

By the age of 26, he discovered a new vocation and enro... 
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                                Camilla and Marc - Australian Designer Biography

                                    Camilla and Marc, well-renowned Australian designers, talk about their life and upbringing and how it has affected their designs. Brought to you by David Jones. 
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                                    How To Create Biography Presentation on Microsoft Powerpoint

Subscribe to How to Media to get more solutions to your problems!

If this video helped you out please leave a like & leave a comment down below if this worked for you! 
Thanks for watching my how to video today. On this channel, I am focused on instructional videos and basic tutorials so that you can use social media and technology with ease.

in this video we discuss : 
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                                The Real Story Behind the House of Gucci

                                    Gucci's rise and fall (and rise again) story recounted by those who lived through it.

#fashion #Storylines #BloombergQuicktake 
--------
Like this video? Subscribe: http://www.youtube.com/Bloomberg?sub_confirmation=1
Become a Quicktake Member for exclusive perks: http://www.youtube.com/bloomberg/join
Subscribe to Quicktake Explained: https://bit.ly/3iERrup 

QuickTake Originals is Bloomberg's official premium video channel. We bring you insights and analysis from business, science, and technology experts who are shaping our future. We’re home to Hello World, Giant Leap, Storylines, and the series powering CityLab, Bloomberg Businessweek, Bloomberg Green, and much more.

Subscribe for business news, but not as you've known it: exclusive interviews, fascinating profiles, data-driven analysi... 
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                                    Known as the "Queen of Minimalism," German designer, Jil Sander's strong, modern sensibility and highly sophisticated fabric choices won her critical and commercial success in the late 20th century.  Her distinct combination of masculine and feminine design elements crafted looks that were powerful but subtly sexy at the same time.  Though Sander left the label that bears her name, it still lives on, earning critical acclaim for the conceptual and sculptural designs by Raf Simons. 
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                                Maya Lin: Vietnam Veterans Memorial Designer | BIO Shorts | Biography

                                    The designer of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial provided an innovative space to remember, to heal and to connect with the memory of the lives that were lost. 

#Biography #MayaLin

Subscribe for more Biography: http://aetv.us/2AsWMPH

Dive deeper into Biography on our site:
http://www.biography.com

Follow Biography for more surprising stories from fascinating lives:
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/Biography 
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/biography 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/biography 

Biography highlights newsworthy personalities and events with compelling and surprising points-of-view, telling the true stories from some of the most accomplished non-fiction storytellers of our time. 
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border design,#shorts #border_design #projectfiledecoration
#shorts ,
#border_design ,
#projectfiledecoration ,
#chart, tree of life, kalpvriksha,
Beautiful title page border,
Front page border design,
Notes front page,
design,border design,assignment front page design,simple border design,project front page design handmade,border designs,border design for projects,cover page design,project file cover page design,title page design,assignment first page design,border design on paper,ribbon border design,border design for project,creative border design for projects,border design to draw, indie tube,  easy border design for project, chart border design
 Border Designs Compilation /Amazing Border d... 
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David Carson Biography
 

He was born on September 8, 1955, and Corpus Christi, Texas, was known as his hometown.

David Carson, an American graphic designer, whose eccentric style developed graphical communication in the 1990s.

Carson came to the world of graphic design relatively late in life.

Before showing his abilities in the graphic design world, he had made his name as the eighth-ranked Surfer’s competition.

He was quite a competitive surfer and a high school teacher in California.

Also, Carson was the director of art for the magazine named as “Ray Gun,” in which he gave out amazing layouts of typography design — for which he is known today.

By the age of 26, he discovered a new vocation and enrolled himself in a two-week communication design class at the Commercial Art School before starting his life as a designer at a small surfer magazine, “Self and Musician.”

After the short boost, he took his next jump towards the magazine named as “Transworld Skateboarding,” where he spent four years as a freelance graphic designer, which enabled him to new experiments in the world of creativity and innovation.

His chaotic style towards creativity spread.

Assorted and transformed type typefaces illustrated both admirers and detractors.

Professional photographer Albert Watson, for instance, affirmed,

“He uses type the way a painter uses paint, to create emotion, to express ideas.”

Other people stroked that the cracked demonstration masked the message it supported.

In 1989, Carson gained his name as a director of the magazine “Beach Culture,” served his all odds and even to the magazine.

He produced only six issues before the journal closed but earned a massive success and more than 150 design awards.

By that time, Carson’s work, based on innovation and creativity had caught the eye of Marvin Scot Jarret.

Marvin Scott Jarret — known as issuer of substitute music magazine of “Ray Gun,” hired Carson as an art director in 1992 because of the magic inherent in this work.

Within the next three years after the joining of Carson, Ray Gun had tripled its circulation.

Carson’s work fascinated a young readership, companies, firms, and other corporations like Nike and Levi Strauss & Co., who hired him to design print ads.
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         How To Create Biography Presentation on Microsoft Powerpoint

Subscribe to How to Media to get more solutions to your problems!

If this video helped you out please leave a like & leave a comment down below if this worked for you! 
Thanks for watching my how to video today. On this channel, I am focused on instructional videos and basic tutorials so that you can use social media and technology with ease.

in this video we discuss :
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Subscribe to How to Media to get more solutions to your problems!

If this video helped you out please leave a like & leave a comment down below if this worked for you! 
Thanks for watching my how to video today. On this channel, I am focused on instructional videos and basic tutorials so that you can use social media and technology with ease.

in this video we discuss :
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         Gucci's rise and fall (and rise again) story recounted by those who lived through it.

#fashion #Storylines #BloombergQuicktake 
--------
Like this video? Subsc...

         Gucci's rise and fall (and rise again) story recounted by those who lived through it.

#fashion #Storylines #BloombergQuicktake 
--------
Like this video? Subscribe: http://www.youtube.com/Bloomberg?sub_confirmation=1
Become a Quicktake Member for exclusive perks: http://www.youtube.com/bloomberg/join
Subscribe to Quicktake Explained: https://bit.ly/3iERrup 

QuickTake Originals is Bloomberg's official premium video channel. We bring you insights and analysis from business, science, and technology experts who are shaping our future. We’re home to Hello World, Giant Leap, Storylines, and the series powering CityLab, Bloomberg Businessweek, Bloomberg Green, and much more.

Subscribe for business news, but not as you've known it: exclusive interviews, fascinating profiles, data-driven analysis, and the latest in tech innovation from around the world.

Visit our partner channel QuickTake News for breaking global news and insight in an instant.
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         The designer of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial provided an innovative space to remember, to heal and to connect with the memory of the lives that were lost. 
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                    Game Changers - Ralph Lauren: How did a working-class boy from the Bronx named Ralph Lifshitz grow up to become billionaire Ralph Lauren, a name that is now synonymous with elegance and sophistication? Learn about his meteoric rise and how he overcame a myriad of challenges to become a global fashion icon.

#polo #documentaries #ralphlauren

COPYRIGHT / IMPORTANT: All Rights Reserved! All of the films published by us are legally licensed. We have acquired the rights (at least for specific territories) from the rightholders by written contract. If you have questions please send an email to: info@amogo-networx.com, Amogo Networx - The AVOD Channel Network, www.amogo-networx.com.
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                    Nicky Zimmermann talks about her upbringing, what inspires her beautiful clothing designs and her workspace.
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                    Dave Kindig @davekindig is a legend and the founder of @kindigitdesign and the wildly popular show Bitchin’ Rides. Baileigh and Dave go way back and have recently joined forces at the @linctechdenver Kindigit Academy in Denver, Colorado. Check out Dave’s #baileighbiography and don’t forget to smash that follow button 👊 #baileigharmy #baileighmetalshaping #baileighshrinkerstretcher #baileighindustrial #kindigit #magneticbrake #baileighpowerhammer
🎥 @mad_fabricators
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                    David Carson - Graphic Designer Biography

https://inkbotdesign.com/david-carson/

David Carson Biography
 

He was born on September 8, 1955, and Corpus Christi, Texas, was known as his hometown.

David Carson, an American graphic designer, whose eccentric style developed graphical communication in the 1990s.

Carson came to the world of graphic design relatively late in life.

Before showing his abilities in the graphic design world, he had made his name as the eighth-ranked Surfer’s competition.

He was quite a competitive surfer and a high school teacher in California.

Also, Carson was the director of art for the magazine named as “Ray Gun,” in which he gave out amazing layouts of typography design — for which he is known today.

By the age of 26, he discovered a new vocation and enrolled himself in a two-week communication design class at the Commercial Art School before starting his life as a designer at a small surfer magazine, “Self and Musician.”

After the short boost, he took his next jump towards the magazine named as “Transworld Skateboarding,” where he spent four years as a freelance graphic designer, which enabled him to new experiments in the world of creativity and innovation.

His chaotic style towards creativity spread.

Assorted and transformed type typefaces illustrated both admirers and detractors.

Professional photographer Albert Watson, for instance, affirmed,

“He uses type the way a painter uses paint, to create emotion, to express ideas.”

Other people stroked that the cracked demonstration masked the message it supported.

In 1989, Carson gained his name as a director of the magazine “Beach Culture,” served his all odds and even to the magazine.

He produced only six issues before the journal closed but earned a massive success and more than 150 design awards.

By that time, Carson’s work, based on innovation and creativity had caught the eye of Marvin Scot Jarret.

Marvin Scott Jarret — known as issuer of substitute music magazine of “Ray Gun,” hired Carson as an art director in 1992 because of the magic inherent in this work.

Within the next three years after the joining of Carson, Ray Gun had tripled its circulation.

Carson’s work fascinated a young readership, companies, firms, and other corporations like Nike and Levi Strauss & Co., who hired him to design print ads.
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                    Camilla and Marc, well-renowned Australian designers, talk about their life and upbringing and how it has affected their designs. Brought to you by David Jones.
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                    How To Create Biography Presentation on Microsoft Powerpoint

Subscribe to How to Media to get more solutions to your problems!

If this video helped you out please leave a like & leave a comment down below if this worked for you! 
Thanks for watching my how to video today. On this channel, I am focused on instructional videos and basic tutorials so that you can use social media and technology with ease.

in this video we discuss :
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                    Gucci's rise and fall (and rise again) story recounted by those who lived through it.

#fashion #Storylines #BloombergQuicktake 
--------
Like this video? Subscribe: http://www.youtube.com/Bloomberg?sub_confirmation=1
Become a Quicktake Member for exclusive perks: http://www.youtube.com/bloomberg/join
Subscribe to Quicktake Explained: https://bit.ly/3iERrup 

QuickTake Originals is Bloomberg's official premium video channel. We bring you insights and analysis from business, science, and technology experts who are shaping our future. We’re home to Hello World, Giant Leap, Storylines, and the series powering CityLab, Bloomberg Businessweek, Bloomberg Green, and much more.

Subscribe for business news, but not as you've known it: exclusive interviews, fascinating profiles, data-driven analysis, and the latest in tech innovation from around the world.

Visit our partner channel QuickTake News for breaking global news and insight in an instant.
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                    Known as the "Queen of Minimalism," German designer, Jil Sander's strong, modern sensibility and highly sophisticated fabric choices won her critical and commercial success in the late 20th century.  Her distinct combination of masculine and feminine design elements crafted looks that were powerful but subtly sexy at the same time.  Though Sander left the label that bears her name, it still lives on, earning critical acclaim for the conceptual and sculptural designs by Raf Simons.
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                    The designer of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial provided an innovative space to remember, to heal and to connect with the memory of the lives that were lost. 
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Biography highlights newsworthy personalities and events with compelling and surprising points-of-view, telling the true stories from some of the most accomplished non-fiction storytellers of our time.
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    		.design

      
.design is a top-level domain name. It was proposed in ICANN's New generic top-level domain (gTLD) Program, and became available to the general public on May 12, 2015. Top Level Design is the domain name registry for the string.



History


In September 2014, Portland, Oregon-based Top Level Design (TLD) won the right to operate the .design top-level domain after beating out six other applicants in a private auction. According to TLD's CEO Ray King, winning the auction was "very important" and one of the company's top priorities, evidenced by its name. He told Domain Name Wire, "Think of all the things that require design. Design permeates all aspects of culture.". design domain registrations became available to the general public on May 12, 2015. According to The Domains, more than 5,200 .design domains were registered on the first day of general availability.



CentralNic provides backend services through an exclusive distribution agreement and shares in the global revenues from .design domain names. Ben Crawford, CentralNic's CEO, said of the top-level domain, "It has impressive commercial potential, and it will be adopted more quickly than many other TLDs as it caters, among many other groups, to one of the best-informed professions on new Internet developments – website designers".
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